Introduction
Performance of automatic instruments for haematology has been considerably improved in recent years, resulting in increased instrument throughput (number of samples processed), a reduction in the volume of sample required, and a simpler and more standardized interface with EDP.
There are two crucial aspects of automation in haematology: sampling and differential counting. The advantages to automating sampling include a reduction of manual work at a tedious phase in the procedure where risks of sample mismatching is high; standardization in sample mixing; and, most importantly, a reduction in the risks of operator infection. This is especially so if a closed system with automatically pierceable caps is used. Unfortunately, the need to maintain sample homogeneity, while avoiding haemolysis in the pre-aspiration and aspiration phases, creates so many technical problems that in most commercial instruments, sampling is manual.
Differential counting has been automated using either computer-controlled pattern recognition or by means of rather complicated and expensive cytochemical reactions.
Two new automatic haematology instruments have been developed recently by Coulter (Models S-Plus IV/D and S-Plus VI). These are able to perform, in addition to the traditional haemocytometric measurements, a simplified differential count with only three parameters instead of the classical five, using a sample size as low as 100 1. The Coulter S-Plus VI is also provided with an automatic sampler (CASH), containing up to 32 tubes and with a throughput of 90 samples per hour. In the Coulter S-Plus IV/D sampling is manual. An evaluation of these * Correspondence to Dr Bonini. instruments is presented in this paper; particular attention has been given to the innovative aspects connected with differential counting and sampling. Materials Comparison between differential countings from Coulter S-Plus VI and routine microsccopic observation over a five-week period (table 4) shows that, despite the Pathology, 83 (1985) , 547.
